Cellular density, a major factor involved in PDT cytotoxic responses: Study on three different lines of human retinoblastoma grafted on nude mice.
PDT represents a very localized and non-mutagen antitumoral treatment using a photosensitive molecule (porphyrin family) light activated. The first way of cell damage is a direct one, active on the very site where ROSs have been produced. The second one is indirect by activating and transmitting the processes of cellular death signaling. In order to seek for a better characterization of the photo-biology involved in in vivo PDT and to better understand the differences on the treatment outcome, we have used three different human retinoblastomas xenografted on mice. Mice were treated according to the double targeting protocol exposed in a previous paper. One i.v. dose (0.6 mg/kg) of PS was followed by a second dose, separated by a 3 h interval (double targeting PDT). As a consequence both cancer cells and blood vessels were targeted. The treatment was repeated two times, at 4 days interval. First of all, sodium MRI revealed qualitative differences in the sodium average content of the three retinoblastoma lines before treatment. After the PDT treatments the tumor responses were different between the lines as revealed by sodium MRI and later on by histology. We have put into evidence that PDT is accompanied by a bystander effect that may propagate the cellular death triggered by the initial photoreaction. This effect is highly dependent on the cellular density of the tissue; therefore this factor is to be taken into account in clinical PDT protocols.